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Beginning (1)
The school leader attempts to ensure that all students have access to the 
courses and classes that directly address the essential elements of the 
curriculum but does not complete the task or does so partially.

Not Using (0)
The school leader does not attempt to ensure that all students have 
access to the courses and classes that directly address the essential ele-
ments of the curriculum.

Figure 3.6. Sample evidences for Domain 3, Element 3

Sample Evidences for Domain 3, Element 3

• �Tracking�systems�are�in�place�that�examine�each�student’s�access�to�the�essential�ele-
ments of the curriculum.

• �Parents�are�aware�of�their�child’s�current�access�to�the�essential�elements�of�the�curriculum.

• �All�students�have�access�to�advanced�placement�or�other�rigorous�courses.

• �All�students�have�a�prescribed�program�of�study�that�documents�access�to�courses.�

• �Data�are�available�to�show�teachers�have�completed�appropriate�content�area�training�in�
their�subject�area�courses.

• �Data�are�available�to�verify�student�achievement�in�critical�content�and�standards.�

• �When�asked,�teachers�can�describe�the�content�strategies�that�result�in�the�highest�student�
learning�for�specific�courses�and�topics.

• �When�asked,�students�report�they�have�the�opportunity�to�learn�the�critical�content�of�the�
curriculum.

In his survey of college and career readiness, K. J. Pittman (2010) outlines 
the sobering results of the “readiness gap” between student subpopulations 
and what the inevitable consequences of that gap might be:

Up to a fourth of all first-year students at four-year colleges do not return for their 
second year. The dropout rates are particularly high for African Ameri-
can, Hispanic, and first-generation college students, according to a 
report by the Urban Institute and the Harvard Civil Rights Project. 

Employers, while acknowledging the need for 21st-century skills, are not equipped 
to train in these deficiency areas. According to a 2009 Corporate Voices for 
Working Families study, 40 percent of the business respondents that 
offer some workforce-readiness training have no on-the-job trainings to 
offer in these high-need areas.

Youth, especially low-income minorities, are having a hard time finding quality 
jobs during and after high school. Teen employment is now the lowest it 
has been in more than half a century. Low-income, minority youth are 
least likely to find work, even with high school diplomas. 
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